1. Remove the existing cap.

1a. Insert the lower tongue of the Mudcap into the groove of the led.

1b. Gently lift the upper section of the Mudcap, whilst rotating the led into position.

1c. The led is now firmly installed into the Mudcap.

2. Install the Mudcap into the helmet.

2a. Insert.

2b. Push and click in.
2. Light modes

1. Press and hold the light button to activate the light.

   1: Constant mode
   2: Flash mode
   3: Off

3. How to charge the battery

The LED battery light for the Lazer Mudcap should be fully charged when you take it out of the box.

After approximately 37 hours of use on flashing mode you will need to recharge your battery.

To do this you will need to remove it from the helmet.

1. Remove the LED light from the Mudcap by following instalation steps in reverse.

3. Now plug the battery in to any USB port using the cable provided.

4. Replace the LED and Mudcap by following the instalation steps.

   Approximate run times:
   Still mode is 5.25 hours.
   Flashing mode is 37 hours.
   **Recharging time is 1.5 hours.**